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‘22 Layers’ - Peter Coyle & Tony Lowe release ‘Travelling alone’ - 23 October, 2020
Peter Coyle & Tony Lowe as '22 Layers' – release ‘Travelling alone’ on the 23rd of October, 2020 to digital outlets,
followed by an album release early next year. A ‘B’ side, ‘no sugar on the stairs’ is also available on Bandcamp.
‘Travelling alone’, an enchanting song reminiscent of the Lotus Eaters -‘The First Picture of You’, has had a lovely
response on the duo’s social media – with reactions such as, ‘beautiful’, ‘gorgeous’, ‘so calming in this time of
loneliness’, ‘beautiful melody...a real dreamscape’

On 3rd July their first EP for Sunn Creative, ‘LoAdeD’ was released. The three songs along with one remix
are available as a digital download on Bandcamp and officially on iTunes, Amazon, and other digital outlets.
In 2018 Peter and Tony worked
together on the top-reviewed ’22
Layers of Sunlight’ prog album as
part of the ESP Project. The ’22
Layers’ project expands their
production and writing into a
more experimental, alternative
rock area.
Peter Coyle, is a dynamic
performer, composer, producer
and lyricist with a sultry voice and delivery, best known for his work in the Lotus Eaters and the worldwide
hit ‘The First Picture of You’ as well as a number of other notable collaborations with many artists including
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Paul Humphries and Mal Holmes (OMD), Martyn Ware, John Murphy
(film composer Danny Boyle) Toyah, Paul Morley, and the Lightning
Seeds. In 1987, Coyle won the US Billboard Album of the Year for his
critically acclaimed solo album ‘A Slap in the Face for Public Taste’.
Tony Lowe, composer, multi-instrumentalist, and producer is known
for his production work on a number of well-known prog projects
such as the ESP Project, and Crossover (Cross & Banks), Starless
Starlight (Cross and Fripp) as well as many other rock and alternative
rock albums. He also composes, produces and plays guitar and
keyboards on the ESP Project albums. He previously played guitar
with Roger Daltrey, Simon Townshend, Julian Lennon, Modern
English and Pet Shop Boys among many others.
22 Layers of Sunlight “…it’s good to see Lowe and Coyle with their own agenda and what they do on their own
terms” - Powerplay
For more information please visit New Releaes or email String at
web@sunncreative.com –

Track Listing - Travelling alone
℗ & © 2020 – Sunn Creative - 22 LAYERS - Peter Coyle & Tony Lowe
Cat No: SUNNC2003
1. Travelling alone – 22 Layers - Peter Coyle & Tony Lowe
ISRC - GB-2V4-20-00022
Minutes: (05:05)
2. no sugar on the stairs – 22 Layers - Peter Coyle & Tony Lowe
ISRC - GB-2V4-20-00023
Minutes: (05:03)
Follow 22 Layers - Peter Coyle & Tony Lowe on Facebook
Twitter: @rawedgespassion @tony_lowe @sunncreative
Bandcamp: https://22layers.bandcamp.com/
YouTube Promo Video – Travelling alone
YouTube Promo Video - LoAdeD
Download Cover Image – Travelling alone
Download Cover Image – LoAdeD
Reviews of 22 Layers of Sunlight – ESP 2.0
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